Four Regions Texas Map Instructions

TEKS: 7.8A, 7.9A-C

Task:

1) create a map of Texas including the following items:
   a. **Color** each of the four designated regions
   b. **Label Major cities**: Dallas, Austin, Houston, El Paso, Amarillo, San Antonio, Lubbock, Ft. Worth, Galveston
   c. **Label Rivers**: Red, Brazos, Rio Grande, Colorado, Nueces, Pecos
   d. **Label** Gulf of Mexico
   e. **Label** Mexico
   f. **Label** compass rose
   g. **Color Code** the map key
   h. **Label** border states

- Color all four regions, rivers, Gulf and surrounding states using map pencils.
- Some rivers and land features may need to be located and hand-drawn into the map.